Aviation / Airport Protection Technologies
TechnoKontrol is a member of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), which is the authority on fire, electrical, and building safety.
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Airport security & safety for protecting assets and personnel at national and international strategic aviation transport sectors, including Air Force and armed forces bases
Airport security & safety for protecting assets

Technokontrol would like will to inform and assist any regional national or international airport operator to consider or to investigate the use, installation of our Technokontrol safety, efficiency, security and environmental technologies to protect their aviation assets, employees, consumers when being involved in such a “delicate & important” transport system for any government or private corporation/operator as “Airport Security & Safety”.

All airports around the world having fuel tanks, jumbo tanks, truck tankers which all need protecting especially against terrorism, sabotage, theft, vandalism and any airport accident, incident or climatic events becoming a “Global News Breaker” as any attack, accident, simple incident from “too much snow, employee strikes to storm flash flooding” is always top international news and thus without entering in to the real in depth “Airport Security & Safety Programs” which any incident is seen as an international threat to all visitors, tourists, business people, governments, corporations, etc.

Not forgetting that “Security & Safety” doesn´t just mean physical asset or human security & safety but also “fighting & protecting” against sabotage, terrorism, theft, vandalism, etc. A simple example of this mentioned point is the continuous sabotage of the “Israeli Airlines” which suffer from continuous “Jet fuel sabotage” to bring down any their aeroplanes which would be “top global news”
and that’s using the “sabotage route” and without using well known and more conventional terrorist methods as fire arms, missile launches, car bombs, suicide attacks against Israeli aircraft, airport installations and passengers, but just by damaging, sabotaging fuel pumps, mixing chemicals or water into aircraft jet fuel tankers, refuelling tankers especially for aircraft refuelling or airport usage.

Airport security is paramount and refuelling, transporting, refuelling essential not only for the industry but to the outside world as it’s the “Global Gateway to and from any destination” and thus it must be protected in some way or manner against any possible threat, internally or externally, from common criminals to active terrorist cells and any attack on an airport, aeroplane, becomes global news which in turn damaging the international image and unsafety/ safety perception of any nation regardless if the UK, Spain, USA, Australia or Nigeria.

In the event of any attack, sabotage or fire, explosion, accident any airport must be in a position not only to secure the assets/installation but also to becoming “operational” as soon as possible. The attack of fuel tanks by Rocket propelled rocket launchers, snipers, of car bombs is what is happening in other nations with civil unrest, religious issues, movement or terrorist cells and the “low cost media activation” is the simple and effective act of attacking tourists, visitors on regional, national or international aircraft or at international, national airports is “low cost & high quality global publicity” even if it’s only an “attempt of an attack” as these acts can change clients, visitors, consumers perception greatly towards that destination.
REMEMBER THE EXPRESSION EVERY FIRE FIGHTER AND EVERY OILMAN KNOWS BY HEART:

“If you think security is expensive, try a disaster”
REMEMBER THE EXPRESSION EVERY FIRE FIGHTER AND EVERY OILMAN KNOWS BY HEART:

“If you think security is expensive, try a disaster”
Emerging nations or even stable, modern nations have increasing numbers of these types of “potential risk activities”, Madrid and Moscow airports being bombed in recent years due to many regional, national, geo-political, financial, civil unrest or religious motivated reasons and the installation of our Technokontrol Safety, Security technologies will allow a “great safe piece of mind” at these national/international strategic “gateways” from the operator, employees to the travellers, thus being in a position to resolve any type of threat from any quarter, group or reason, or at least trying ones upmost to reduce the “Risk factor” as much as possible.

The validated confirmation that fuel especially in high humid, hot climatic nations can reach the vaporization of at least 15%-25% per year of all fuel reserves of jumbo tanks storage facilities will make sure that any investment in these technologies will be amortized on their “own” without going into other benefits as being anti-corrosion, allowing tanks and truck tankers to avoid corrosion thus being operational for many years. The issue of “Fuel Tank Sloshing” avoiding bad drivers or overloaded fuel tankers to cause any type of delivery or fuel transport incidents.

The use of any of Technokontrol Safety & Security alloys will not affect the chemical, technical characteristics of any types of fuels especially Jet fuels or chemicals thus being able to be used, applied and installed for many years with no fuel chemical downgrade, damage putting anyone at risk due to fuel contamination.

Technokontrol additional benefits as “Anti-vaporization” thus saving of hundreds of millions USD per year, due to saving fuel as at each refuelling stage,
jumbo tank to delivery tank, to petrol station, to tanker, to aeroplane can have a daily vaporization loss of up to or over 10% at all stages stated and if an airport delivers, sells 1 million litres of fuel a day just 10%, of one million litres (100,000 litres) per day may be saved due to our Technokontrol “anti-vaporization technology” properties only.

The importance of fuel oxidation, algae growth, low quality storage facilities are another main issue to investigate and to act on. Using Technokontrol alloys will also stop any corrosion, oxidation and algae growth if it already exits thus saving and extending the fuel tank life.

In the event of using new fuel tanks NO CORROSION, algae growth or oxidation will never occur or become activated due to Technokontrol technical characteristics and properties to any storage or fuel tank thus extending their operational lives from a normal 15 years maybe at least double or treble the years thus again saving massive amounts of funds to the government, airport authorities, etc.
Safety, anti-thermal, anti-fire wall panels (1cm resisting over 240 minutes at 1600ºC) thick anti-fire wall panels should also be considered and combined with a modern airport fire service will allow any incident to be put under control with immediate effect.

Any destination wishes to become a continental and international “AIRPORT HUB” or contender, especially with the income generated by foreign trade, visitors, tourists, thus aviation and national/international aviation industry being extremely important for any nation and to its “international” image thus any possible “Prevention Security & Safety Programs” should at least be disclosed, considered and if so, applied for National Strategic reasons including, safety, security, viability and credibility for its employees, clients, visitors but especially being the nations “International Gateways” of that nation towards the outside world and to which must be protected and made as un-tarnished as possible at all levels but especially at government levels as it’s not the same to say that all possible “Safety and Security” technologies were employed, installed than to say that there were “none or very few” were operational or even considered even having the knowledge of these technologies thus becoming a corporate or government responsibility.
What fuels are stored, used and what are their risks to the industry especially at airports storage and delivery facilities?

Any Airport security expert at knows that the use of all types of fuels and especially Jet A1 Fuel, and their relation to possible, probable fires and explosions is much more serious than one can estimate or value at first eye. There is a whole mountain of risks involved between the alleged low ignition risks of any Jet fuels and the cold hard reality of the day.

In Miami, for example, a fire initiated in an underground storage tank, the most secure storage method available. Jet A1 is a high calorific fuel and when it ignites it will bring you Armageddon. One should really reject any “fixation” of arguments on one single property of a fuel or a risk due to “reputation of being low risk but not being so” and people should not close their eyes to reality, especially if it is their responsibility to take care of security.

Yes, diesel, heavy oil or jet fuels all pose a smaller risk compared to gasoline, chemicals, gases. One can even throw a burning match into a pool of jet fuel and walk away unscaved. but the reality of the day is that severe accidents do happen and there is no excuse for not eliminating this risk permanently if such
a solution is available and ignorance of new, advanced cost and risk saving technologies must be used and not just “hidden in a draw” until something does happen as this would be corporate and personal negligence, manslaughter or even worse a criminal act legally and possibly even worse morally. Ignoring the risk won´t make it go away and not standing up to the risk is even worse!

One must secure every stationary and mobile fuel tankers, secure the fuel lines and the valves, not because the solution comes relative the cost but because human life, loss of assets, capital and turnover is the real disaster staring you “straight into the eye” day after day.

We all have seen jet A1 fuel tanks explode on board aircraft, we have seen tank fires caused by static electricity, lightning, or violent compression. We have seen hundreds of people mutilated for life because their flesh was burned in a Jet fuel fire and also know many of the people who are burned to death. Every situation where human and natural factors interact with costly technology and infra-structure accidents happen.

Technokontrol Safety & Security Technologies are about providing a radical “fail safe, efficient and financially viable technology” for all parties in this paramount issue as everyone benefits from its usage, application, installation as at the end just due to fuel vaporization savings, insurance savings even the operator or government doesn´t end up paying the investment as this saving becoming a long term profit and income generating additional due to selling fuel which would have been evaporated thus creating greater efficiency and productivity.
“WE ALL KNOW MURPHY’S LAW AND WE ARE MOST HONORED TO PUT MURPHY’S LAW TO REST”
WE ALL KNOW MURPHY'S LAW AND WE ARE MOST HONORED TO PUT MURPHY'S LAW OUT OF ORDER"
It’s not what you make but what you save! Without forgetting the most important issue of protecting people, assets, capital and loss of turnover, international image, credibility and most importantly the global perception of a nation’s “International Branding & Marketing.”
Military/Armed Forces airport accidents & explosions

Airbase facilities Safety & Security using Technokontrol Technologies in the Armed Forces/Airports

An airbase typically has some facilities similar to a civilian airport—for example air traffic control and fire fighting. Some military aerodromes have passenger facilities. A number of military airbases also have a civil enclave for commercial passenger flights, e.g. Beijing Nanyuan Airport (China), Ibaraki Airport (Japan), Burlington International Airport (USA), Torrejon de Ardoz Airport, Madrid (Spain), Getafe Airport, (Spain)

Some airbases have revetments, hardened aircraft shelters, or even underground hangars, to protect aircraft from enemy attack. Combat aircraft require storage of aircraft ordnance. An airbase may be defended by anti-aircraft weapons and force protection troops and security is much higher due to also having more “tactical and strategic” importance than civilian airports.

However, all Armed Forces Bases, Air force bases require the same mechanical, technical, logistical back up, fuel storage facilities and fuel delivery systems as any other type of airport either cargo or civilian airports.

Due to the importance of military strategic operations normally these bases
are much more protected than civilian airports, however, we have seen what has happened in Iraq or Afghanistan where “green on blue attacks” have killed military Nato, USA forces training national personnel thus sabotage, car bombings, suicide bombs and terrorism acts being just as easy to occur as in civilian airports as the enemy is already “inside”.

When humans and machinery are together they can and will be always some kind of accidents or incidents which may be due to operational military attacks but also due to the simple factor of “human errors”, as driving a fuel tanker into a parked aircraft. Airbases even though more protected also have a more important “strategic-logistical” value as this can be seen when terrorists or armed groups always try to obtain and control these “logistical aerial bases” not only for military reasons but also due to “media-news” reasons as this gives the occupying, attacking or terrorist group a “global breaking news coverage platform” as an attack or occupation of a city or military base has a very serious and important “media feedback at global” levels.

Due to these attacks becoming more and more serious, well planned, well prepared and militarily powerful enough to attack these logistical assets due to knowing that these “bases” are well protected by the present government/armed forces in power at that moment in time and to which meaning that the “attack” is becoming a possible turning point as no one can enter or leave the nation via this “aerial logistical-transport route”, thus overturning the control meaning controlling national and international air space and these present aerial and terrestrial assets found in these “bases” as aircraft, ammunitions, fuel facilities, mechanical support, transports, as happened in Mali (Central
Africa) during recent months in early 2013 falling in the hands of the “enemy” and making their military, political, media, economic position stronger and even being the initiation point to “over throw- coup d’état” the entire state or government.

Thus using Technokontrol Safety and Security Technologies will assist any Armed Forces/Government to reduce the possibility of fuel tanker, jumbo tank, fuel storage damages or explosions due to being protected by our Technologies thus allowing the “defending force” not to worry about these assets as they are protected and can be later controlled if damaged and repaired quickly and not totally lost in any” armed fire fighting” and concentrating in repelling the enemy or terrorist attack.

All the same benefits as anti-vaporation, anti-algae growth, anti-sloshing, anti-ignition, fire and thermal resistance properties, anti-electro static charges, anti-explosion, easy external welding repairing properties are all included and without the possibility of chemically or technically affecting the fuels, chemicals, liquids or their composition thus having a “Full Safe Protection Technology” and also 100% environmentally friendly.
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TechnoKontrol has presented the new 2017 certificate, seal and logos for the TK-QSSHE Aviation certification, especially designed for the Aviation, strategic, national security fuel-energy reserves and strategic infrastructures operators.
TK-Quality Security Health & Environment
Aviation Industry Compliance Certification

Due to the increase of the terrorist risk in strategic locations, pipelines, fuel storage facilities, refineries, power stations, airports, seaports, TechnoKontrol has reached an agreement with many of the top European Operators, Government authorities, insurers and the security services to begin the issuance of the new TK-QSSHE Certification Directive in which the incorporated corporations, operators, establishments have or are in the process of protecting their operational assets including fuel storage, power plants with the recommended safety and security technologies to guarantee the maximum levels of protection for their guests, clients, employees and corporate assets.

The terrorist risk levels ever increasing due to the simple physical accessibility, low levels of fixed security protection standards, fabrication simplicity of homemade explosive devices,(I.E.D) which can be made with gas cylinders, petrol bombs and easily planted, activated, ignited in any hotel, shopping mall, airport fuel storage installations, which are all 100% refueled by fuel, gas, LNG, truck tankers.

Any truck fuel tanker, commercial fuel gas tank, fuel deposit with a normal capacity of 30,000 liters of fuels, LNG, heating gas, having in the event of an ignition, spark, armed attack, bullet shot, accident, a thermal, blast, fire, explosive and destruction range/power of a 200,000 TNT explosive and even the simple 30kg home gas cylinder having over 200 kilos of TNT blast.
Technokontrol certifies that the QSSHE Management Systems and Directives have been assessed and protected with the most advanced Quality, Safety, Security, Health & Environment (QSSHE) Technologies with accordance of the Safety and Security Directives issued by Technokontrol.

(This company has been fitted with the most advanced safety and security technologies to prevent the risk of energy, fuel, gas chemical, accidental, criminal/terrorist attacks in their fuel storage and operational power installations in accordance with TK Safety and the NFPA (USA-National Fire Protection Association/ Standard 2014).)
Technokontrol certifies that the QSSHE Management Systems and Directives have been assessed and having installed, protected with the most advanced Quality, Safety, Security, Health & Environment (QSSHE) Technologies with accordance of the Safety and Security Directives issued by Technokontrol.

Technokontrol Safety & Security Technologies

Certifies

COMPANY NAME

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES

Your systems and Directives have been assessed and having installed, Security, Health & Environment (QSSHE) Technologies with Security Directives issued by Technokontrol.

CEO

Chief Engineer

This company has been fitted with the most advanced safety and security technologies to prevent the risk of energy, fuel, gas chemical, accidental, criminal/terrorist attacks in their fuel storage and operational power installations in accordance with TK Safety and the NFPA Standard of Explosion Prevention 2014)Directives).
As these storage installations, deposits, fuel tanks being mostly in open air locations and next to the cities, towns, transport networks, public locations and services, industries, commerce the need of anti-explosive protection being paramount and using TechnoKontrol Safety Technologies allowing the full deactivation, null ignition or even non-explosion of these petrol chemical, national strategic networks and infrastructures, storage facilities regardless of the amount, type of the stored, used fuels, thus rendering any accidental or intentional incident null and fully protecting the population, employees, environment and the operators asset/establishment against these types of incidents.

The issuance and the certification will only be issued with full TechnoKontrol technical compliance and following top global USA & EU Safety, security and protection directives as set out by the USA-NFPA (National Fire Protection Association Codes 2008/2014 for the Prevention of Explosion Acts). All installations, services, maintenance programs and products being fully insured by Zurich Insurance.
TK-QMSSHE/QSSHE GLOBAL CERTIFICATION
AVIATION INDUSTRY
Certificates
Legal Notice

Copyrights TechnoKontrol Cat Global S.L. All Rights Reserved. The text, images, graphics, sound files, animation files, video files and their arrangement on TechnoKontrol Cat Global S.L. Internet sites are all subject to Copyright and other intellectual property protection. These objects may not be copied for commercial use or distribution, nor may these objects be modified or reposted to other sites. Some Technokontrol Internet sites also contain material that is subject to the copyright rights of their providers. All modifications of the web or publicity can be done as the corporation requires. All web and publicity information is not contractual but only information.

Product variations. Some of the product information, illustrations and images contained on this Internet site or all types of publicity may have been prepared for generic use on Technokontrol Internet sites maintained in different countries around the world. Consequently, some of the information and/or accessories which are not available in some countries or which, in order to satisfy local market demand or regulatory controls in such countries, may only be available in different specifications or configurations.

If you are interested in any product, alloy, services, options or accessory shown on the Internet site or publicity and are unsure of its availability or specification in your locality, you should contact TechnoKontrol Cat Global S.L. and/or a local authorized dealer for the relevant product, for information of current details in your locality.

DISCLAIMER

We do not make representation that information and materials on this website and corporate publicity are appropriate for use in all jurisdictions available on the web, or that transactions, securities, products, instruments or services offered on this website or publicity are available or indeed appropriate for sale or use in all jurisdictions, or by all investors or other potential clients. Those who access this website or publicity do so on their own initiative, and are therefore responsible for compliance with applicable local laws and regulations. By accessing each site, the entrant has agreed that he/she has reviewed the website or publicity in its entirety including any legal or regulatory terms.
Aviso Legal
Propiedad Industrial e Intelectual

Estos textos e imágenes, así como todo tipo de publicidad en cualquier formato es propiedad de TechnoKontrol Cat Global SL. Los derechos de Propiedad Intelectual y derechos de explotación y reproducción de esta publicación y publicidad, de sus páginas, la información que contienen, su apariencia y diseño, son propiedad exclusiva de éste salvo que se especifique otra cosa. Todas las denominaciones, diseños y/o logotipos que componen esta publicación son marcas debidamente registradas. Cualquier uso indebido de las mismas por persona diferente de su legítimo titular podrá ser perseguido de conformidad con la legislación vigente. Los derechos de propiedad intelectual y marcas de terceros están destacados convenientemente y deben ser respetados por todo aquel que acceda a la Web y los folletos informativos. Solo para uso personal y privado se permite descargar los contenidos, copiar o imprimir cualquier página de esta publicación. Queda prohibido reproducir, transmitir, modificar o suprimir la información, contenido o advertencias de esta publicación sin la previa autorización escrita de TechnoKontrol Cat Global S.L. Toda la información expuesta en la publicación o en cualquier tipo de formato publicitario es únicamente informativo y no constiuye ninguna obligación contractual.

Droits D’Auteur

Copyright TechnoKontrol Cat Global S.L.. Tous droits réservés. Tous les textes, images, graphiques, sons, vidéo et animations ainsi que leur arrangement ou disposition sont protégés au titre du droit d’auteur et aux autres lois relatives à la protection de la propriété intellectuelle. Ils ne peuvent être ni modifiés, ni copiés à des fins commerciales ou à des fins de reproduction, ni utilisés sur d’autres sites web.
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